STEWARDS OF THE SEQUOIA
Division of CTUC non profit 501c3
PO Box 1246
Wofford Heights CA 93285

September 29, 2014
Maria Ulloa
US Forest Service
Forest Plan Revision, 1839 So.
Newcomb Street, Porterville, CA 93257

Via Email-r5planrevision@fs.fed.us
Re: Forest Plan Revision Comment for Sequoia, Sierra and Inyo
Dear Ms. Ulloa,
Please read and consider our comments and use them to draft Alternatives regarding the Forest Plan
Revision for the Sequoia, Inyo, Sierra Forests and as it may apply to all National Forests. While site
specific comments are for the Sequoia, most if not all of the comments apply to the Sequoia, Sierra and
Inyo Forests. This comment letter is cosigned by ten local organizations.
In general we find the numerous restrictions from the PCT proposal and other sections, as well as the
possible loss of multiple use lands through Wilderness recommendation, will greatly harm the local
economy contrary to the USDA Fiscal Year 2015 Budget Overview, which mandates the Forest Service to
increase jobs and recreation in rural area communities. Increased restrictions as well as the closure of
roads, trails and campgrounds will harm rural economies (USDA Jobs and Sustainable Communities
2010). In cases where the restrictions in this proposal are claimed to not have any effect because they
will be implemented in a separate action or plan, we feel the end result is evident and understood by
the Forest Service, and therefore the effects of the implementation must be acknowledged, considered
and disclosed during this Forest Plan Revision process.
We find there is a disproportional representation for the Pacific Crest Trail (3 pages) compared to all
other forms of recreation (4 pages). We object to mountain bike recreation not being mentioned once
except to say they are prohibited on the PCT. It is hard to understand why much of the information on
motorized and mechanized recreation that we provide has not made it to the Proposed Action. For
example that the Sequoia has a World Class Single Track Motorized and Mountain Bike Trail System, or
the largest funding source being from OHV, or the growing OHV participation, or the need for long
distance OHV touring routes, or that roads are important fire breaks. We object to motorized recreation
trails being listed under Access instead of under Recreation Opportunities where all other forms of
recreation are listed.
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WILDERNESS EVALUATION ISSUES
The concept of "Wilderness Evaluation" has been brought forward by the Forest Service in the Forest
Planning Rule. If one asked the average person what comes to mind then they think of Wilderness
Evaluation they would likely say that it involves the Evaluation of Wilderness. This would necessarily
include1. A review of Monitoring data for existing designated Wilderness land to determine if changes in
management are needed.
2. And since we are currently addressing the Forest Plan Revision, Wilderness Evaluation would
include a review of changes in use in the Forest that would benefit from, or require an
adjustment of Wilderness boundaries, as well as identifying areas for removal from the
Wilderness Lands System due to sustainability, land management, mapping issues, route
impacts or other issues.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR WILDERNESS EVALUATION
The following examples should be brought forward in the DEIS
Example 1Review of Wilderness Monitoring would determine if forest health has been improved,
degraded or remained constant since Wilderness designation. If forest health has been
degraded then the area would be considered for removal from the Wilderness Lands System.
Likewise if forest health could be better improved through management methods which are
prohibited in Wilderness, then the area would be considered for removal from the Wilderness
Lands System.
The forest wide review would look at where multiple use loop trails were cut off by arbitrary
Wilderness boundary placements and recommendations made to adjust the boundary in order
to reduce impacts and restore multiple use loops. The forest wide review would also take into
consideration if there is a need for more multiple use lands in order to reduce concentration of
use and address sustainability and desired conditions, both on and off Wilderness lands, and
make recommendations for removal from the Wilderness Lands System as needed.
Example 2There is a need to recommend making a minor boundary adjustment to the Golden Trout
Wilderness near the forks of the Kern River to allow the existing section of the Rincon 33E23 to
be reopened which connects to Schaeffer Trail 33E24 providing a much needed motorized loop
opportunity and to eliminate the less desirable out and back on the Rincon trail. This should be
included in the alternatives.
The Forest Planning Rule appears to focus on only addressing one side of Wilderness, by look yet again
at all non Wilderness lands, to determine if any need to be recommended for Wilderness. However any
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Evaluation must look at all options including the need to recommend changes to Wilderness land
designations.
Regardless of the current definition of "Wilderness Evaluation" in the Forest Planning Rule the two
Wilderness Evaluations we describe above are needed, and as far as we know have never been done
before. They are long overdue especially considering that Wilderness designations have been in place in
some cases for 50 years. Forest Revision and the associated Wilderness Evaluation would be the
appropriate place for this comprehensive Wilderness Evaluation to take place. Every other type of land
management is reviewed and changes made based on needs and conditions during Forest Plan Revision.
Recommending removal of lands from Wilderness should be part of the Wilderness Evaluation.
Fifty years ago when the Wilderness Act was created there were very few if any environmental
regulations in place to protect National Forest Lands. This made Wilderness designation with its many
restrictions an appropriate designation for extremely special areas that were untouched by the hand of
man. However today there are an incredible array of environmental regulations protecting all National
Forest Lands, in many cases virtually as stringent as Wilderness regulations. That being the case many
would say Wilderness designation is outdated. Wilderness Designation eliminates many tools, and also
greatly increases the cost of management that is needed to promote forest health, as well as to
maintain trails.

OPPOSING WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS
Although designated Wilderness contains all the Best Places and over 30% of the Sequoia National
Forest, a mere 1.4% of the Public visit these lands, indicating there is no need for more Wilderness. The
numbers are likely similar for Inyo and Sierra.
The Forest Service lacks the ability to maintain the trails in Wilderness and with shrinking budgets
cannot justify spending large amounts on hand tool maintenance of trails visited by so few people.
Maintaining more Wilderness is not sustainable.
Both Tulare and Kern County Board of Supervisors have submitted letters to the Forest Service opposing
the recommendation of Wilderness due to the negative effects on multiple use trails, displacing
recreational activities resulting in overcrowding and increased impacts. The Board of Supervisors
oppose further Wilderness designations in Kern County since it “places too many restrictions on
permitted activities and the manner in which the land is managed. Adding more layers of management
required by the Wilderness designation forces our firefighting agencies to adhere to a cumbersome
system of incident management and places our firefighters at greater risk.”
Forest Planning documents state that the Forest Plan Revision will not revisit Travel Management or
make project level decisions. This means that no areas that currently have motorized use cannot be
recommended for Wilderness as that would revisit Travel Management by prohibiting motorized use
and would also become a project level decision by closing routes to motorized use.
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All of these lands have been studied previously and found to be unsuitable for Wilderness. Given the
same criteria they must not be suitable now.
We also incorporate by reference our Wilderness Evaluation comments submitted on 9/22/14 to the
Forest Service.
For the above and other reasons we find that no lands are suitable for Wilderness Recommendation.

PACIFIC CREST TRAIL PROPOSAL ISSUES
The Pacific Crest Trail (PCT) is a wonderful trail stretching thousands of miles from Mexico to Canada. It
currently provides exclusive use to hikers and horseman through diverse settings, including many of the
most scenic areas our Nation has to offer. One would think the folks who enjoy and manage the PCT
would be content with this incredible trail. We know that if the PCT was a motorized trail users would be
extremely happy and would be out enjoying the trail and doing trail maintenance, as well as providing
funding for the trail to the Forest Service.
So we were extremely troubled to see a PCT proposal which would require numerous restrictions
harming all other forms of recreation, and placing massive additional costly and perhaps impossible
burdens on the Forest Service. In most cases the PCT proposal is in violation of, or contrary to, the
1982 PCT Comprehensive Management Plan (PCT CMP) as well as violation of CFR's; which we
provide more details about later in this comment.
Here are some of the concerns1. Creation of a PCT corridor and viewshed is contrary to the 1982 PCT CMP and seeks to illegally
make all other forms of land use subservient to PCT.
2. Creation of restrictions limiting trail or roads crossing the PCT to no less than 5 miles apart,
which is contrary to the PCT CMP. Interestingly this could close existing roads that PCT users
need to get to town and supply drops.
3. Acquisition of lands beyond that on which the PCT is located. This was determined to be
extremely costly under Alternative B in the 1982 PCT CMP and was not chosen.
4. Requirement to maintain medium or high level visual quality in new PCT corridor contrary to
PCT CMP.
5. Emphasizing remote backcountry recreation in a natural or natural appearing landscape,
although in many places the trail is in urban or non natural settings. Contrary to PCT CMP and
extremely costly and perhaps even impossible to achieve.
6. Prohibition of temporary or new road building contrary to the PCT CMP.
7. Prohibition of hiking or horseback events or fundraising to only designated crossings.
8. Prohibition of bicycling, however as a National Scenic Trail bicycles can be allowed.
9. Prohibition of existing motorized trails within the new PCT Corridor contrary to the PCT CMP.
10. All lands within view of the PCT must be managed as at least Medium Scenic Integrity. That is
quite a significant amount of land and would be extremely costly for the Forest Service to
achieve, not to mention the negative impacts to all other forms or recreation due to increased
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

restrictions and closures. This type of timber management was considered and found to be too
restrictive and extremely costly under Alternative B in the 1982 PCT CMP and was not chosen.
Prohibition of mineral extraction within the PCT Corridor contrary to the PCT CMP.
Prohibition of recreational mining and even rock collecting within the PCT Corridor contrary to
the PCT CMP.
Prohibition of solar, wind and power within the PCT Corridor contrary to the PCT CMP.
Prohibition of buildings or structures within view of the PCT contrary to the PCT CMP.
Seeking Primitive or Semi Primitive Non Motorized ROS designations for the PCT Corridor
contrary to the PCT CMP and contrary to existing conditions and land management.
Seeking to manage visitors who are enjoying other forms of recreation not on the PCT through
regulation and other methods. It is not stated if this would be applicable to the PCT Corridor,
PCT view shed or as far a sound might travel.

PROPOSAL IS CONTRARY TO PACIFIC CREST TRAIL MANAGEMENT PLAN
It would be useful to determine if there is any basis for the above proposed PCT Desired Conditions,
Strategies and Guidelines. Fortunately there is a PCT Comprehensive Management Plan (CMP) and
surprisingly the new PCT proposals are totally CONTRARY to that plan which was prepared by the Forest
Service and the PCT Advisory Council (PCTA) and " the Forest Service intends that the Comprehensive
Plan be a fully coordinated document that provides overall guidance and objectives for development
and management of the trail." and the "National Forest will integrate the direction and guidance
provided by the Comprehensive Plan into their respective land management planning processes."
(1982 PCT CMP)
Therefore the Forest Plan Revision MUST follow the 1982 PCT Comprehensive Management Plan
which states thatExisting Management on Forest Lands meets the purpose of the PCT
"Management objectives and policies embodied in the establishing legislation creating such
areas (Forest Service Lands) are sufficient to meet the purposes of the Pacific Crest National
Scenic Trail." (PCT CMP Page 17)
The Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail will not impact other land uses
Section 7(a) of the 1968 Act establishes the relationship between the trail and the management
of adjacent land: Management and development of each segment of the National Trails System
shall be designed to harmonize with and complement any established multiple use plate for that
specific area in order to ensure continued benefits from the land. (PCT CMP Page 20)
PCT will exist in harmony with all other lands uses
Within Federal lands outside National Parks and Wilderness (57% of the trail), the trail must coexist in harmony with all other resource uses and activities of the land as determined through the
land management planning process. (PCT CMP Page 21)
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Acknowledges PCT was built in areas where OHV use is the primary activity. It is not
appropriate to attempt to restrict or eliminate those historical motorized uses which often
predate the PCT.
Motorized use (4-wheel drive and motorbike), of adjacent lands, in some situations, were the
primary recreation activity. Trail construction through these lands posed administrative
problems. (PCT CMP Page 13)
PCT will cross developed recreation, intensive timber management
The trail will cross a mosaic of areas differing in primary management emphasis. This could be
grazing, key wildlife habitat, special interest such as scenic or geologic, developed recreation,
unroaded recreation research natural, or intensive timber management. (PCT CMP Page 21)
Trail class objectives in keeping with current Forest Lands Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
are sufficient to meet or exceed the PCT CMP, rather than the new requirements such as visual
conditions and restrictions on other uses listed in the current PCT proposal.
Part of the PCT trail is to experience multiple use activities such as roads and mining etc
Viewing and understanding this array of resources and management is one of the primary
recreation opportunities to be made available over these portions of trail. Some activities such as
road construction, logging, prescribed burning, herbicide application, mining, etc., will require
considerable informational and interpretive skills to be placed in a positive perspective from the
standpoint of the user. The agencies should look at this as an opportunity to explain the multipleuse concept, (PCT CMP Page 21)
Considering the anti multiple use PCT proposal, it appears the agency abdicated their
responsibility and needs to greatly improve their efforts in explaining the multiple-use
concept. A first step would be to develop a PCT management plan consistent with existing
standards and guidelines from the 1985 PCT CMP.
Management of the PCT and surrounding areas should not be driven by the fact that the public
has been provided with false information in the form of being told the entire PCT is in remote
Wilderness Lands untouched by man. If the PCT requires a Wilderness experience then the
Forest Plan should recommend closing all sections of the PCT which are outside of existing
Wilderness in order to meet this condition.
The increasing pressure on public lands to produce wood, forage, and minerals to meet the
nation's need brought with it the question of the relationship between the trail and its basic
premises, and the management of other resources from the adjacent lands. The user
generally perceives the trail as offering an opportunity to get away from the sights and
sounds of man, a "wilderness" or "primitive" type opportunity. The user generally objects to
management activity adjacent to the trail. This concept of the trail held by the majority of
the users, stems partly from their own perception of what a National Scenic Trail should be
and partly from what the agencies have, through their own brochures, exhibited the trail to
be. Almost without exception, all information brochures have used photographs that depict
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landscapes untouched by man, giving the impression that the trail — at least across public
lands — is a wilderness or primitive experience. (PCT CMP Page 12)
The PCT Comprehensive Management Plan also mentions the "good neighbor" program (page
23) regarding where the PCT crosses private property. Based on the stated tolerance for
multiple use the good neighbor policy was also no doubt intended to be applied to other forms
of recreation on public lands. One section of the PCT CMP talks about working with other user
groups to maintain positive relations and understanding. However the PCT proposal reflects
an arrogant attitude and a total disregard for other forest users. It could even be said the PCT
proposal intentionally seeks to restrict or eliminate other forms of recreation.

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING PCT PROPOSALNO JUSTIFICATION FOR MASSIVE ONE MILE PCT CORRIDOR
Nowhere in the PCT proposal does it state the size of the proposed corridor making it impossible to
evaluate the consequences to existing historical trails, roads and land management. Looking back today
at the Sequoia Forest Assessment it says the PCT corridor is one mile wide, however that is not
mentioned in the PCT CMP or in the Management Plan. Although Chapter 15 of the Bioregional Forest
Assessment states the corridor has not been determined" Management corridors and side and connecting trails have not been designated for the PCT.
On private lands, easements acquired may be as narrow as 10 feet and are insufficient to protect
the trail experience. While on national forest system lands, the trail may pass through a variety
of management areas, with forest-wide direction in place that defines the allowable uses (hikers
and equestrians) of the trail and the visual resource objectives." (Chapter 15 Bioregional Forest
Assessment)
It seems likely the latter is correct and no corridor width has been set.
However the Code of Federal Regulations. CFR, Title 35, Chapter 1 II, 212.21 was amended to
" delete language that requires the establishment of zones or corridors."
"delete "Pacific Crest Trail Guide for Location, Design, and Management" and substitute
"Comprehensive Plan.""
"add a section that embraces the Comprehensive Plan as the document providing overall
guidance, direction and strategy for development, management, and administration of the
trail."
(Code of Federal Regulations. CFR, Title 35, Chapter 1 II, 212.21)
This proves there is no basis for a corridor and also confirms the PCT Comprehensive Plan as the
primary and ultimate source which we cite in this document. It also means that where PCT corridors
have been established it is likely it was done improperly and those PCT corridors must be removed.
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If there was a corridor there is no justification for it being one mile wide when 10 feet is sufficient on
other lands. A one mile corridor would have massive negative impacts on tourism, all other forms of
recreation and forest management. Massive negative impacts which have not been disclosed. The
proposed corridor would create a one mile zone where very little is any forest management would be
allowed and is totally contrary to the PCT Comprehensive Management Plan. Since the size of the
corridor was not disclosed in the Proposed Action we find that the corridor issue to be invalid. Given the
new restrictions being placed on all activities and management by the PCT, a one mile corridor would be
onerous. Furthermore the concept of a PCT corridor was made prior the new onerous corridor
restrictions, so this is beyond the intent.
Back in 1968 the PCT CMP determined that existing Forest Plan guidance was sufficient to protect the
values of the PCT. At that time clear cut logging was a standard practice and motorized use was allowed
anywhere cross country. Since that time a plethora of environmental regulations have been put in place,
timber cutting has been severely restricted and motorized travel is restricted to designated routes. With
far greater protections in place today we have exceeded the PCT protections as defined in the PCT
Comprehensive Management Plan. What is the threat to the PCT? There is none. The PCT is mostly
located in Wilderness where the corridor is virtually meaningless, so the purpose of this corridor is to do
an end run on land management and create pseudo Wilderness areas on multiple use lands without
Congressional or public approval. The one mile corridor would remove 21 square miles or 13,440 acres
from existing multiple use management.
The PCT corridor cannot be created since the PCT corridor language was deleted in CFR, Title 35,
Chapter 1 II, 212.21; besides there can be no justification for a corridor when protections have
increased beyond what the PCT Comprehensive management plan calls for.

PCT USER FEES AND SELF FUNDING
In this time of shrinking budgets the Forest Service has been requiring forest users to provide funding in
order to proceed with many types of projects. Fact is with the drastic reduction in revenues due to
timber harvest restrictions, the Forest Service lacks the funding even to perform regular maintenance
for trails and campgrounds. We are intimately familiar with this and provide over 200 miles of volunteer
trail maintenance each year in order to keep our multiple use trails open.
1. Due to lack of Forest Service funding and embracing the concept of sustainable recreation the PCT
needs to self fund their desires, especially those which are beyond the scope of regular
maintenance. If PCT users prefer to have fewer road and trail crossings, or prefer not to have other
trails nearby, then the PCT users should self fund the relocation or like replacement of those routes.
Likewise if PCT users prefer not to see some types of land management or prefer a certain desired
condition that differs from the existing conditions the PCT users should pay the cost to achieve the
change. The DEIS should include the creation of a PCT self funding program.
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2. If the PCT users desire costly upgrades, relocations, land acquisitions in order to meet their
preferences, then a PCT user fee program should be established in order to raise the funding
needed.
3. Another method of allocating funding could be based on visitation. However there is fairly low
visitation, at least on most of the PCT in Sequoia, due to lack of scenery, lack of water, short season
and large elevation gains.

PCT CANNOT IGNORE GUIDANCE WHEN IT SUITS THEM
Trail and road crossings restrictions must reflect existing conditions. The PCT was built with existing
roads and trails crossings more frequently than the 1/2 mile restriction included in the PCT CMP. When
the PCT was built with more crossings the PCT clearly accepted a change in their guidance. They cannot
ignore the restriction when it suits them in order to build the trail, and then enforce it to close those
same trail crossings later. If a PCT trail crossing restriction is adopted then all sections of the PCT must
immediately be closed where trails fall within that restriction since the PCT should not have been built
where trail crossing exceeded the PCT guidelines.
The language should be changed to read - "Existing trails and roads which cross the PCT at any interval
are allowed and new trail or road crossing must be no more frequent than one half mile for Semi
Primitive or more frequently in Roaded or Urban areas."

PCT PROPOSAL CANNOT PROVIDE TRAVEL MANAGEMENT
The Forest Plan Revision is not allowed to effect Travel Management. Yet the PCT Proposal seeks to
implement Travel Management in many ways1. Establishing a corridor for the PCT impacts other trails that cross the PCT. Likewise limiting trail
crossing or anything that changes, restricts or closes motorized routes will effect Travel
Management, however the Forest Plan Revision is not allowed to effect Travel Management. The
Corridor language must be removed from the DEIS.
2. Historic land uses, motorized trails and routes, which in many cases predate the PCT, should not be
negatively impacted by the PCT per the PCT Comprehensive Management Plan. The language
effecting other forms of recreation must removed from the DEIS.
3. The PCT proposal as contained in the Forest Plan Proposed Action would have the potential for
massive negative economic and negative recreation impacts to uses other than the PCT, as well as
massive impacts to land management, none of which were disclosed in the PCT Comprehensive
Management Plan DEIS preferred alternative.
4. Furthermore the Forest Assessment 2013 does not provide any basis for the PCT proposal. The
Assessment asked the question of how many OHV crossings there are. It did not ask that crossings
be limited or spaced. Likewise the Assessment asks to describe ROS and VOQ for the PCT, but it does
not ask to require certain objectives.
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The PCT proposal in the Forest Plan must be removed or changed to be consistent with the existing
1982 PCT Management Plan.
Leaving the PCT Proposal in the Forest Plan as it is now would circumvent the public process by changing
the 1982 PCT Management Plan without public review or comment.

PREFERRED LANGUAGE FOR PCT SECTIONS OF PROPOSED ACTION
The following are the PCT sections from the Proposed Action. It contains strike outs for language that is
not justified and/or is contrary to the Pacific Crest Comprehensive Management Plan as well as other
laws and regulation as has been detailed in most cases in this comment letter. The following also
contains additions highlighted which are supported by existing plans, law and regulations.
The below language should be used as the Plan moves forward.
-Preferred Language for PCT on Starting on Page 2 of the Proposed Action

Management and Geographic Areas
5. The Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail will have a designated corridor established of sufficient width
to encompass resources, qualities, values and associated settings and the primary use or uses that are
present or to be restored. be managed and designed to harmonize with and complement any

established multiple use plate for that specific area in order to ensure continued benefits from the
land.
-Preferred Language for PCT on Starting on Page 59 of the Proposed Action

Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail Corridor
Desired Conditions
1. The Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail (PCT) corridor is permanently protected to provide outstanding
primitive hiking and horseback experiences:
• Roads and motorized trails, including snowmobiles, do not intersect the trail except at designated

crossings which should be minimized, preferably fewer than one crossing per 5 miles of trail Existing
trails and roads which cross the PCT at any interval are allowed and new trail or road crossing must be no
more frequent than one half mile for Semi Primitive or more frequently in Roaded or Urban areas;
• Lands or interests are acquired with funding provide by PCTA where needed to protect the trail

experience;
• PCT Visitor use is managed to protect the experiences and other overlapping land management desired

conditions.
2. The trail corridor provides panoramic views of undisturbed landscapes in a tranquil scenic
environment, and features historic high country landmarks where they occur. The corridor is of sufficient
width to encompass national trail resources, qualities, values, associated settings and the primary use or
uses. This includes vistas (key observation points), campsites, water sources and other important resource
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values. the trail must co-exist in harmony with all other resource uses and activities of the land as
determined through the land management planning process.
3. National Forest System lands within the PCT corridor meet or exceed a high scenic integrity objective,
and those within the middle ground and background landscape distance zones meet at least a medium
scenic integrity objective. The trail will cross a mosaic of areas differing in primary management
emphasis. This could be grazing, key wildlife habitat, special interest such as scenic or geologic,
developed recreation, unroaded recreation research natural, or intensive timber management.
4. The emphasis will be on providing remote backcountry recreation settings in a predominately natural or
natural-appearing landscape. Development levels and levels of use vary by location and do not detract
from those experiences. Viewing and understanding this array of resources and management is one of the
primary recreation opportunities to be made available over these portions of trail. Some activities such as
road construction, logging, prescribed burning, herbicide application, mining, etc.,
5. Motorized use (4-wheel drive and motorbike), of adjacent lands, in some situations, are the primary
recreation activity

Strategies
1. Use partnerships to achieve the maintenance and management goals for the PCT.
2. With funding provided by the PCTA Place priority on the purchase of lands or interest in lands
necessary to protect the PCT experience as delineated in the PCT Land Acquisition Inventory.
3. With primary funding provided by the PCTA Reconstruct or relocate existing portions of the PCT as
needed to enhance the recreation experience and protect resources. Trail relocations will not impact
existing trails or roads and will be evaluated using the optimal location review process in partnership with
adjoining federal agencies and the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail Association.
4. Establish key observations points along the trail corridor that will serve as monitoring points for
proposed projects during the life of the plan to evaluate the condition of scenery resources.
5. Allow timber harvest, prescribed burning and wildland fire to manage vegetation consistent with forest
management practices desired conditions and setting for the PCT.
6. Wildfire suppression strategies will strive to minimize wildfire impacts on PCT values.

Standards
1. New recreation events such as foot races or horseback endurance events and fundraising events must be
limited to designated crossings only.
2. New roads or trails, permanent or temporary, are not permitted to cross the PCT no more frequently
than one half mile for Semi Primitive or more frequently in Roaded or Urban areas; within the trail
corridor unless required by law to provide access to private lands and documented as the only prudent and
feasible alternative.
3. The use of bicycles and other mechanized transport and motorized use is prohibited on the PCT tread
and within the trail corridor, except on trails designated crossings where such use is allowed.
4. Outside the proclamation boundary, PCT corridor lands with easements or outstanding rights will be
managed consistent with deed transfer language and the PCT corridor direction.
5. The PCT is a concern level 1 travelway, and middle ground and background areas on National Forest
System lands seen from the PCT must be managed to meet or exceed a scenic integrity objective of at
least moderate for scenery in accordance with scenic integrity objectives identified through the scenery
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management system. The PCT trail will cross a mosaic of areas differing in primary management
emphasis. This could be grazing, key wildlife habitat, special interest such as scenic or geologic,
developed recreation, unroaded recreation research natural, or intensive timber management.
6. All management activities must meet a scenic integrity objective of high or very high existing forest
service practices and guidelines
7. For leasable minerals such as oil, gas and geothermal energy, PCT permits and activities within the trail
corridor are available for leasing but must contain a “no surface occupancy” stipulation within the
foreground and immediate foreground visual zones, based on the Forest Service Scenery Management
System.
8. For mineral materials such as sand, gravel, pumice, cinders and other common variety minerals,
extraction is prohibited within the PCT corridor. When existing permits terminate or expire, new permits
will be changed to reflect this standard.
9. All mining claims pre-dating the congressional designation of the PCT are subject to valid existing
rights. Any mineral exploration or extraction that causes surface disturbance within the trail corridor is
prohibited, including recreational rock and mineral collecting.
10. Construction of new communication sites is prohibited within the PCT corridor.
11. Construction of new wind towers is prohibited within the PCT corridor.
12. New utility lines or rights-of-way are prohibited within the PCT corridor unless they represent the
only feasible and prudent alternative to meet an overriding public need. Project design and mitigation will
be sufficient to protect trail values. This includes required mitigation measures such as screening,
feathering and other visual management techniques to mitigate visual and other impacts of new or
upgraded utility rights-of-way. Mitigation measures apply to facilities as well as vegetation.
13. New buildings and structures associated with special uses that would be visible from the PCT are
prohibited within the trail corridor.

Guidelines
1. To maintain the outstanding primitive hiking and horseback experiences, new crossings of the PCT by
trails for bicycles or other mechanized or motorized transport should cross the PCT no more frequently
than one half mile for Semi Primitive or more frequently in Roaded or Urban areas be avoided except as
mutually agreed on by the forest and the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail Association.
2. Road and utility corridors should cross at right angles to the PCT wherever possible to minimize
scenery impacts.
3. To provide outstanding opportunities for primitive hiking and equestrians, apply Recreation
Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) primitive class wherever possible, with a second preference for semiprimitive non-motorized within the PCT corridor. In locations where the existing condition is semiprimitive motorized or roaded natural, that ROS may be retained.
4. To minimize impacts to desired conditions for natural resources and visitor experiences, such as
solitude, implement PCT visitor use management strategies such as planning and managing PCT visitor
use and the recreation setting through education, site management, regulation and enforcement.
5. Management of PCT overnight camping and PCT recreation use should recognize different levels of
PCT use and desired recreation opportunities consistent with overall PCT desired conditions.
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6. To enhance the PCT recreation experience and protect resources, consider reconstructing or relocating
existing portions of the PCT as needed with funding provided solely by the PCTA. Trail relocations will
not impact existing trails or roads and should be evaluated using the optimal location review process in
partnership with adjoining federal agencies and the Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail Association.

MOTORIZED TRAIL FROM MEXICO TO CANADA
The need to create a contiguous motorized trail from Mexico through California much like the PCT, but
for motorized use. Unlike the PCT proposal, which is contrary to the PCT Plan, the motorized trail is an
existing mandate under the State Motorized Trail System and is codified in the State of California Public
Resource Code and is endorsed by the California Off Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation Division.
Stewards of the Sequoia and others have reminded the Forest Service of this in prior comments. This
motorized trail needs to be carried forward in an alternative in the Forest Plan Revision.

SCENIC ISSUES
1. Scenic Character and Scenic Integrity seem to assume that anything man made is a detraction.
This is not valid or supported by science or public input.
2. Scenic character, Scenic attributes, Scenery stability, Scenic Integrity seek to change as many
areas as possible into Very High Integrity landscapes However this is not supported by law,
policy or regulation.
3. Many people's "Sense of Place" is a landscape where a trail or road is meandering through the
forest or the landscape. Many people feel the scenic quality and integrity are improved where
there are motorized trails. This needs to be addressed in the DEIS.

QUIET AND NON QUIET RECREATION
We feel the use of the terms quiet and non quiet recreation will be extremely problematic and suggest
they be removed from the Plan documents.
We think the Forest Service will have a hard time defining quiet and non quiet recreation. We are
concerned this will be discriminatory by creating a preference for one form of recreation.
How will the Forest Service handle their categories of quiet and non quiet recreation? For example does
this require that non motorized and motorized trails no longer be near each other? Does this require the
closure of motorized routes to non motorized recreation? How will this take into account that at most
times it is unlikely anyone will meet another non motorized user on most trails? If a visitor drives their
car to a scenic area to enjoy the view is this quiet or non quiet recreation?
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MORE IS NOT NECESSARILY BETTER
The Proposed Action seeks to "enhance" just about everything. This is not in keeping with the Desired
Conditions developed during scoping, which determined that environmental and forestry conditions
must remain flexible and changeable, just as nature is not in a fixed state. It would be better to seek
balance. It is not possible or desirable to continually enhance conditions. Litigants will have a field day
suing over lack of enhancement.




Would enhancing habitat mean for one species? What is good for on species may be bad for
another.
Would enhancing forest health mean more trees or less? What determines enhancing?
Would enhancing biodiversity mean more species? Some species compete for the same food
source, so would we have to increase the food source to match the enhanced biodiversity or
would we allow the species to decline to match the food source, but then we would no longer
be enhancing.

MOTORIZED AND MECHANIZED RECREATION DESIRED CONDITION
Why does the Desired Conditions for specific recreation only list Wilderness, hunting and fishing?
A Desired Condition needs to be added for mechanized and motorized single track and 4x4
recreationists who seek opportunity and challenge while enjoying solitude in remote areas. This needs
to be included in the alternatives.
There is a need to add “opportunity” to the Recreation Strategy section below not just facility.
4. Modify existing developed recreation facilities, and develop new facilities and opportunities to
accommodate the diversity of cultures, abilities, family structures and preferred activities of
current populations who could benefit from recreation opportunities. (Proposed Action)

MINIMIZE RESTRICTIONS
There are many varied laws and regulations the Forest Service must comply with in managing our
National Forest Lands. The Forest Plan should seek to allow the greatest flexibility in forest management
while meeting laws and regulations. In order to provide that flexibility the Forest Plan should not add
any restrictions beyond those required by law. Flexibility will allow the agency to respond to unforeseen
circumstances in the most effective and efficient manner.
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Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the Forest Plan Revision.

Sincerely,

Chris Horgan
Executive Director
Stewards of the Sequoia
Division of CTUC 501c3 non profit
chris@stewardsofthesequoia.org

ReferencesPacific Crest Trail Comprehensive Management Plan 1982 and DEIS
PCT Criteria for Location, Design, Signing and User Facilities
Code of Federal Regulations. CRF, Title 35, Chapter 1 II, 212.21,
USDA Fiscal Year 2015 Budget Overview
USDA Rural Economy Report-Jobs, Economic Development and Sustainable Communities 2010

COSOGNERSEd Waldheim
President
California Trail Users Coalition
Ernest Garcia Diaz
President
Southern Sierra Fat Tire Association
Cheryl Borthick
President
Kernville Chamber of Commerce
Sylvia Milligan
Executive Director
Recreation Outdoor Coalition
Doug Varner
President
Kern Recreational Landowner's Association

Jeremy Rowell
President
Bakersfield Trailblazers
Jack Patterson
Vice President
Kern County Off Highway Vehicle Association
Corky Lazzarino
Executive Director
Sierra Access Coalition
Marcy Parmley
Executuve Director
4x4 Him
Doug Varner
Vice President
Friends of Jawbone Canyon

"Since being founded in 2004, Stewards of the Sequoia continues to be the largest on-the-ground organization of volunteers in
the Sequoia National Forest. Our crews have maintained over 2400 miles of trails and have planted hundreds of trees in
reforestation projects. We represent in excess of 2300 members whose activities include camping, hunting, fishing, hiking,
mountain biking, motorized recreation, boating, windsurfing, rock climbing and horse riding"

Promoting Responsible Recreation & Environmental Stewardship
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